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a your choice of food is not healthy b your choice
for food is not healthy which expression is
correct if both are acceptable is there any
difference in meaning which one of the following
looks more natural and grammatical correct 1
faisal is the man of choice for every company 2
faisal is the man of choice of to me this seems
wrong a choice for should be used to indicate a
reason or goal or a person that will be affected
by the decision in my experience with english i
chose a book for english class my choice for my
daughter s education is school x it s quite common
to hear both important to someone and important
for someone while they re both grammatically
correct and similar their meanings have a slight
difference that s worth mentioning important to
indicates personal or sentimental value with
emotional significance the words of and for are
commonly used prepositions with very different
sounds despite their differences many people get
them confused in sentences once you learn the
subtle differences between of and for you ll know
exactly when to use each word because is your best
choice for clear correct unambiguous communication
especially if you want to be understood easily by
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other non native speakers since is acceptable
although it makes your statement ambiguous the
second meaning would be that statement a became
true at the time that statement b became true
synonyms for choice option preference alternative
way selection pick liberty discretion antonyms of
choice force coercion duty obligation duress
hobson s choice rejectee masses consumers and the
ability for choice their way education for choice
s work is focused on the word choice observing the
problems of the recent past in the country imran
is stuck for choices here the listener is spoilt
for choice and can choose freely according to
personal taste find 71 different ways to say
choice along with antonyms related words and
example sentences at thesaurus com you should use
and or when both options are applicable in its
place i would like cake and or pie means i would
like one or both of the following cake pie the
main reason for using and or is to remove the
ambiguity of whether and means only both and
whether or means only one choose choice and chose
are easy to confuse because their spellings are
similar and english is so inconsistent with how
vowels are pronounced choose which rhymes with
blues means to decide between two or more options
noun one of a number of things from which only one
can be chosen my only choice is to refuse synonyms
alternative option see more noun the person or
thing chosen or selected synonyms pick selection
see more adjective of superior grade synonyms
prime prize quality select superior of high or
superior quality or performance a person or thing
that has been chosen or that can be chosen first
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choice harvard was not his first choice choice as
he wouldn t be my choice as a friend choice for
this type of day care may in fact be the best
choice for your child more examples choice implies
the opportunity to choose a choice of evils
alternative suggests that one has a choice between
only two possibilities it is often used with a
negative to mean that there is no second
possibility to have no alternative option
emphasizes free right or privilege of choosing to
exercise one s option preference applies to a
choice noun these are words and phrases related to
choice click on any word or phrase to go to its
thesaurus page or go to the definition of choice
the worker left the job of his own choice the
child had no choice but to go to bed choice for
something she s the obvious choice for the job
hawaii remains a popular choice for winter
vacation travel choice as something she wouldn t
be my choice as manager i think i like that choice
better it was a terrible choice for a hiding place
we had little choice but to wait and see if the
weekend presented any answers the meaning of
choice is the act of choosing selection how to use
choice in a sentence synonym discussion of choice
choose verb to decide which thing or person you
want out of the ones that are available there are
so many options it s hard to choose this post has
everything you need to master this english grammar
lots of real examples a pronunciation guide a
video a free pdf download and more keep reading
what s the definition of choice in thesaurus most
related words phrases with sentence examples
define choice meaning and usage



choice of vs choice for
wordreference forums
May 23 2024

a your choice of food is not healthy b your choice
for food is not healthy which expression is
correct if both are acceptable is there any
difference in meaning

choice of or choice for
wordreference forums
Apr 22 2024

which one of the following looks more natural and
grammatical correct 1 faisal is the man of choice
for every company 2 faisal is the man of choice of

grammar is it possible to say
your choice for something
Mar 21 2024

to me this seems wrong a choice for should be used
to indicate a reason or goal or a person that will
be affected by the decision in my experience with
english i chose a book for english class my choice
for my daughter s education is school x



what s the difference between to
and for grammarly
Feb 20 2024

it s quite common to hear both important to
someone and important for someone while they re
both grammatically correct and similar their
meanings have a slight difference that s worth
mentioning important to indicates personal or
sentimental value with emotional significance

of vs for differences and proper
grammar use yourdictionary
Jan 19 2024

the words of and for are commonly used
prepositions with very different sounds despite
their differences many people get them confused in
sentences once you learn the subtle differences
between of and for you ll know exactly when to use
each word

word choice when are because
since for and as
Dec 18 2023

because is your best choice for clear correct
unambiguous communication especially if you want
to be understood easily by other non native



speakers since is acceptable although it makes
your statement ambiguous the second meaning would
be that statement a became true at the time that
statement b became true

choice synonyms 297 similar and
opposite words merriam
Nov 17 2023

synonyms for choice option preference alternative
way selection pick liberty discretion antonyms of
choice force coercion duty obligation duress
hobson s choice rejectee masses

prepositions used with choice of
by for about or in choice
Oct 16 2023

consumers and the ability for choice their way
education for choice s work is focused on the word
choice observing the problems of the recent past
in the country imran is stuck for choices here the
listener is spoilt for choice and can choose
freely according to personal taste

71 synonyms antonyms for choice
thesaurus com
Sep 15 2023



find 71 different ways to say choice along with
antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com

word choice when should we use
and and or and or
Aug 14 2023

you should use and or when both options are
applicable in its place i would like cake and or
pie means i would like one or both of the
following cake pie the main reason for using and
or is to remove the ambiguity of whether and means
only both and whether or means only one

choose choice or chose grammar
monster
Jul 13 2023

choose choice and chose are easy to confuse
because their spellings are similar and english is
so inconsistent with how vowels are pronounced
choose which rhymes with blues means to decide
between two or more options

choice definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com
Jun 12 2023



noun one of a number of things from which only one
can be chosen my only choice is to refuse synonyms
alternative option see more noun the person or
thing chosen or selected synonyms pick selection
see more adjective of superior grade synonyms
prime prize quality select superior of high or
superior quality or performance

choice definition in the
cambridge english dictionary
May 11 2023

a person or thing that has been chosen or that can
be chosen first choice harvard was not his first
choice choice as he wouldn t be my choice as a
friend choice for this type of day care may in
fact be the best choice for your child more
examples

choice definition in american
english collins english
Apr 10 2023

choice implies the opportunity to choose a choice
of evils alternative suggests that one has a
choice between only two possibilities it is often
used with a negative to mean that there is no
second possibility to have no alternative option
emphasizes free right or privilege of choosing to
exercise one s option preference applies to a



choice 64 synonyms and antonyms
cambridge english
Mar 09 2023

choice noun these are words and phrases related to
choice click on any word or phrase to go to its
thesaurus page or go to the definition of choice
the worker left the job of his own choice the
child had no choice but to go to bed

choice noun definition pictures
pronunciation and usage
Feb 08 2023

choice for something she s the obvious choice for
the job hawaii remains a popular choice for winter
vacation travel choice as something she wouldn t
be my choice as manager

choice definition meaning
yourdictionary
Jan 07 2023

i think i like that choice better it was a
terrible choice for a hiding place we had little
choice but to wait and see if the weekend
presented any answers



choice definition meaning merriam
webster
Dec 06 2022

the meaning of choice is the act of choosing
selection how to use choice in a sentence synonym
discussion of choice

choice or choose learn the
difference free pdf video
Nov 05 2022

choose verb to decide which thing or person you
want out of the ones that are available there are
so many options it s hard to choose this post has
everything you need to master this english grammar
lots of real examples a pronunciation guide a
video a free pdf download and more keep reading

choice in thesaurus 1000 synonyms
antonyms for choice
Oct 04 2022

what s the definition of choice in thesaurus most
related words phrases with sentence examples
define choice meaning and usage
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